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A novel traces a time of change in 9 year-old Emily's life. When her parents grow apart and must sell the family's piano,
Emily decides that the key to her family's happiness was the piano and she must find it.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE The searing, post-apocalyptic novel about a father and
son's fight to survive. A father and his son walk alone through burned America. Nothing moves in the ravaged landscape
save the ash on the wind. It is cold enough to crack stones, and when the snow falls it is gray. The sky is dark. Their
destination is the coast, although they don't know what, if anything, awaits them there. They have nothing; just a pistol to
defend themselves against the lawless bands that stalk the road, the clothes they are wearing, a cart of scavenged
food—and each other. The Road is the profoundly moving story of a journey. It boldly imagines a future in which no hope
remains, but in which the father and his son, "each the other's world entire," are sustained by love. Awesome in the
totality of its vision, it is an unflinching meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate
destructiveness, desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total devastation. A
New York Times Notable Book One of the Best Books of the Year The Boston Globe, The Christian Science Monitor, The
Denver Post, The Kansas City Star, Los Angeles Times, New York, People, Rocky Mountain News, Time, The Village
Voice, The Washington Post
Lola Bensky is a nineteen–year–old rock journalist who irons her hair straight and asks a lot of questions. A high–school
dropout, she's not sure how she got the job – but she's been sent by her Australian newspaper right to the heart of the
London music scene at the most exciting time in music history: 1967. Lola spends her days planning diets and
interviewing rock stars. In London, Mick Jagger makes her a cup of tea, Jimi Hendrix (possibly) propositions her and
Cher borrows her false eyelashes. At the Monterey International Pop Festival, Lola props up Brian Jones and talks to
Janis Joplin about sex. In Los Angeles, she discusses being overweight with Mama Cass and tries to pluck up the
courage to ask Cher to return those false eyelashes. Lola has an irrepressible curiosity, but she begins to wonder
whether the questions she asks these extraordinary young musicians are really a substitute for questions about her
parents' calamitous past that can't be asked or answered. As Lola moves on through marriage, motherhood,
psychoanalysis and a close relationship with an unexpected pair of detectives, she discovers the question of what it
means to be human is the hardest one for anyone—including herself—to answer.
Alex's rock band, Nexxtep, is about to become the next big thing in Quebec when disaster strikes in the form of their
shady manager, and it is up to Alex and the band to get back what was lost.
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A compelling investigation into supernatural events and local lore on Vancouver Island. Vancouver Island is known
worldwide for its arresting natural beauty, but those who live here know that it is also imbued with a palpable supernatural
energy. Researcher Shanon Sinn found his curiosity piqued by stories of mysterious sightings on the island—ghosts,
sasquatches, sea serpents—but he was disappointed in the sensational and sometimes disrespectful way they were being
retold or revised. Acting on his desire to transform these stories from unsubstantiated gossip to thoroughly researched
accounts, Sinn uncovered fascinating details, identified historical inconsistencies, and now retells these encounters as
accurately as possible. Investigating 25 spellbinding tales that wind their way from the south end of the island to the
north, Sinn explored hauntings in cities, in the forest, and on isolated logging roads. In addition to visiting castles, inns,
and cemeteries, he followed the trail of spirits glimpsed on mountaintops, beaches, and water, and visited Heriot Bay Inn
on Quadra Island and the Schooner Restaurant in Tofino to personally scrutinize reports of hauntings. Featuring First
Nations stories from each of the three Indigenous groups who call Vancouver Island home—the Coast Salish, the Nuuchah-nulth, and the Kwakwaka’wakw—the book includes an interview with Hereditary Chief James Swan of Ahousaht.
Examines myths and folk tales from around the world in an attempt to understand the symbolism of the hero as it
appears in the mythologies and religions of mankind.
The Road to ChlifaA NovelThe Road to ChlifaA NovelRed Deer, Alta. : Red Deer College Press
Retells the story of how the painter Paul Gauguin learned to paint after his father's death of a heart attack during the family's move
to Peru.
Class brain Bindy Mackenzie has alienated her entire high school, but when she realizes someone is trying to kill her, she has to
make friends in order to get help.
Tess is burdened with a responsibility she’s not quite sure she can handle, and Ryan is determined to save her from it—if she ever
stops pushing him away—in this sexy follow-up to Right Where You Are, the first new adult novel in the captivating Second
Chances series. Tess is a lot of things. Strong. Independent. Determined. Completely overwhelmed by the responsibilities of being
her little brother’s caretaker. But she can handle it. She has to. Because there’s no way in hell she’s letting anyone else raise
Noah. Ryan’s happy with a life on cruise control. He has no intention of tying himself down. That road only leads to heartbreak, a
lesson he learned the hard way when he was fifteen. So why can’t he stay away from the one woman who broke his heart? Tess
knows exactly why Ryan keeps popping up right when she needs the most help: He’s got a hero complex big enough to save
Cinderella. But Tess isn’t that girl, and she refuses to let him be part of her life. Not even when Noah takes a liking to him. Not
even when they kind of, maybe, hook up. Not even when she starts to fall for him…
Mirabelle, a talented artist from a broken home, befriends the free-spirited and confident Catherine, whose friendship brings Mira
out of her shell, but Mira soon learns that her newfound confidence can be shattered in an instant.
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Taking a critical, research-oriented perspective, this book explores the theoretical, empirical, and pedagogical connections
between reading and teaching young adult literature in middle and secondary classrooms and adolescent identity development.
A cast of motley characters helps Young Tommy and Baby Bridget discover that there are many ways to love and heal and die.
"It's 1932, and twelve-year-old Cal Black and his pop have been riding the rails for a year after losing their farm in the Great
Depression. Cal likes being a "knight of the road" with Pop, even if they're broke. But then Pop has to go to Washington, D.C.--and
Cal can't go with him. So Pop tells Cal something he never knew before: He's a Creek Indian, which means Cal is, too. And Pop
has decided to send Cal to Challagi Indian School, a government boarding school for Native Americans in Oklahoma. At Challagi,
the other Creek boys quickly take Cal under their wing. Even in the harsh, miserable conditions of the school, Cal begins to learn
his people's history and heritage, language, and customs. And most of all, he learns how to find strength in a group of friends who
have only one another"--Page [4] of cover.
Take a positive approach to behavior intervention for results that work—and last! When there’s a nuclear meltdown happening in your
classroom, this book is your trusted guide on what to do in the heat of the moment, and how you can prevent future incidents. These fieldtested strategies integrate principles of behavioral intervention with the best practices of positive psychology. Inside you’ll find: Ready-to-use
tools and guidelines Practical guidance developed from the author’s extensive experience training educators Solutions that work now and
support each student’s future well-being A deliberate focus at the classroom, building, and system level
This dissertation comprises three papers on the governance of corporate risk: 1. The first paper investigates the role of organizational
structures aimed at monitoring corporate risk. Proponents of risk-related governance structures, such as risk committees or Enterprise Risk
Management (ERM) programs, assert that risk monitoring adds value by ensuring that corporate risks are managed. An alternative view is
that such governance structures are nothing more than window-dressing created in response to regulatory or public pressure. Consistent with
the former view, I find that, in the period between 2000 and 2006, firms with more observable risk oversight structures exhibit lower equity
and credit risk than firms with fewer or no observable risk oversight structures. I also provide evidence that firms with more observable risk
oversight structures experienced higher returns during the worst days of the 2007-2008 financial crisis and were less susceptible to market
fluctuations than firms with fewer or no observable risk oversight structures. Finally, I find that firms without observable risk oversight
structures experienced higher abnormal returns to recent legislative events relating to risk management than firms with observable risk
oversight structures. 2. The most common empirical measure of managerial risk-taking incentives is equity portfolio vega (Vega), which is
measured as the dollar change in a manager's equity portfolio for a 0.01 change in the standard deviation of stock returns. However, Vega
exhibits at least three undesirable features. First, Vega is expressed as a dollar change. This implicitly assumes that managers with identical
Vega have the same incentives regardless of differences in their total equity and other wealth. Second, the small change in the standard
deviation of returns used to calculate Vega (i.e., 0.01) yields a very local approximation of managerial risk-taking incentives. If an executive's
expected payoff is highly nonlinear over the range of potential stock price and volatility outcomes, a local measure of incentives is unlikely to
provide a valid assessment of managerial incentives. Third, Vega is measured as the partial derivative of the manager's equity portfolio with
respect to return volatility. This computation does not consider that this partial derivative also varies with changes in stock price. The second
paper develops and tests a new measure of managerial risk-taking equity incentives that adjusts for differences in managerial wealth,
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considers more global changes in price and volatility, and explicitly considers the impact of stock price and volatility changes. We find that our
new measure exhibits higher explanatory power and is more robust to model specification than Vegafor explaining a wide range of measures
of risk-taking behavior. 3. The third paper examines the relation between shareholder monitoring and managerial risk-taking incentives. We
develop a stylized model to show that shareholder monitoring mitigates the effect of contractual risk-taking incentives on the manager's
actions. Consistent with the model, we find empirically that the positive association between the CEO's contractual risk-taking incentives and
risk-taking behavior decreases with the level of shareholder monitoring. Furthermore, consistent with the board anticipating and optimally
responding to shareholder monitoring, boards of firms exposed to more intense monitoring design compensation contracts that provide higher
incentives to take risks. Overall, our results suggest that, when evaluating risk-taking incentives provided by a compensation contract, it is
important to account for the firm's monitoring environment.
The selected poems of Joy Kogawa with "writing like a globe of spun crystal" (Toronto Star).
Reviews the status of immigration and its role in the American economy, proposing a six-point strategy for reforming the immigration laws to
reduce the number of illegal immigrants and attract highly skilled foreign workers.
Retells of fifteen of Aesop's tales and five more from other fabulists, including "The Fox and the Crow" and "The Lion and the Mouse."
While Jeremy still prefers his bike, he is intrigued the moment he meets the apparently wealthy Laure, who tries to keep him at a distance
from her secret, and both struggle with their own problem relationships.
Tells the story of Karim, a seventeen year old Arab boy, who has journeyed from war-torn Lebanon to Montreal by way of Chlifa. Karim's
diary, his letters to his friend Bbechir, his memories and his dreams combine to tell a story of uprooting and friendship, of love and
compromise, and of a terrifying adventure behind the headlines. Shows realistically the discrimination facing immigrants in Quebec.
Karim, now in a new country, is haunted by memories of his dangerous passage to freedom and faced with a troubling new challenge, not to
forget but to start again.
Tells the sad story of Karim's migration from Lebanon to Montreal, detailing how when a bomb destroys his home in Beruit, he meets up with
his girlfriend's sister, Maha, and baby brother, and they journey to Chlifa where Maha dies in Karim's arms.
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
A New York Times Best Illustrated Book Hélène has been inexplicably ostracized by the girls who were once her friends. Her school life is full
of whispers and lies - Hélène weighs 216; she smells like BO. Her loving mother is too tired to be any help. Fortunately, Hélène has one
consolation, Charlotte Brontë's Jane Eyre. Hélène identifies strongly with Jane's tribulations, and when she is lost in the pages of this
wonderful book, she is able to ignore her tormentors. But when Hélène is humiliated on a class trip in front of her entire grade, she needs
more than a fictional character to see herself as a person deserving of laughter and friendship. Leaving the outcasts' tent one night, Hélène
encounters a fox, a beautiful creature with whom she shares a moment of connection. But when Suzanne Lipsky frightens the fox away,
insisting that it must be rabid, Hélène's despair becomes even more pronounced: now she believes that only a diseased and dangerous
creature would ever voluntarily approach her. But then a new girl joins the outcasts' circle, Géraldine, who does not even appear to notice
that she is in danger of becoming an outcast herself. And before long Hélène realizes that the less time she spends worrying about what the
other girls say is wrong with her, the more able she is to believe that there is nothing wrong at all. This emotionally honest and visually
stunning graphic novel reveals the casual brutality of which children are capable, but also assures readers that redemption can be found
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through connecting with another, whether the other is a friend, a fictional character or even, amazingly, a fox.
Winner of the Geoffrey Bilson Award for Historical Fiction The year is 1959, and fifteen-year-old Nipishish returns to his reserve in northern
Quebec after being kicked out of residential school, where the principal tells him he's a good-for-nothing who, like all Indians, can look
forward to a life of drunkenness, prison and despair. The reserve, however, offers nothing to Nipishish. He remembers little of his late mother
and father. In fact, he seems to know less about himself than the people at the band office. He must try to rediscover the old ways, face the
officials who find him a threat, and learn the truth about his father's death.
The most complete grant writing book on the market, including sample letters and 15 sample grant proposals.
Novelist and poet Claude Le Bouthillier draws on his Acadian and New Brunswick heritage to create this account of the end of the French
Empire in Canada.

Coming of Age at the End of Nature explores a new kind of environmental writing. This powerful anthology gathers the passionate
voices of young writers who have grown up in an environmentally damaged and compromised world. Each contributor has come of
age since Bill McKibben foretold the doom of humanity’s ancient relationship with a pristine earth in his prescient 1988 warning of
climate change, The End of Nature. What happens to individuals and societies when their most fundamental cultural, historical,
and ecological bonds weaken—or snap? In Coming of Age at the End of Nature, insightful millennials express their anger and love,
dreams and fears, and sources of resilience for living and thriving on our shifting planet. Twenty-two essays explore wide-ranging
themes that are paramount to young generations but that resonate with everyone, including redefining materialism and
environmental justice, assessing the risk and promise of technology, and celebrating place anywhere from a wild Atlantic island to
the Arizona desert, to Baltimore and Bangkok. The contributors speak with authority on problems facing us all, whether railing
against the errors of past generations, reveling in their own adaptability, or insisting on a collective responsibility to do better.
Seventeen-year-old prankster Maxwell Connors tries to maintain his identity in a mid-twenty-first century world where the children
of his elite corporate town of New Middletown are treated with a drug to turn them into obedient, well-mannered citizens.
Novelist and poet Claude Le Bouthillier draws on his Acadian and New Brunswick heritage to create Phantom Ships. First
published in 1989 as Le Feu du Mauvais Temps, it gives an account of the end of the French Empire in Canada as experienced by
the authors own ancestor, Joseph Le Bouthillier.
"A one-of-a-kind love story...Those who enjoy fables or magical realism will be spellbound by this redemptive story of a search for
love, love lost and love (of a sort) found again...exquisite prose." – Publishers Weekly Maddy, an old lady now, arrives home one
day to find a peculiar boy waiting for her. Over tea, she tells him the story of her life long ago, when she wished for her days to be
as romantic and mysterious as a fairy tale. It was then that she fell painfully in love with a free spirit named Feather, who put aside
his wild ways to live with her in a little cottage, conceived with her a child never to be born, and disappeared -- leaving an
inconsolable Maddy to follow after him on a fantastical journey across the sea. In a beautifully crafted tale, currently shortlisted for
a 2008 Commonwealth Writers Prize, Sonya Hartnett masterfully explores the mysteries of the heart, the sustaining power of
memory, and the ultimate consolation that comes to souls who live fully and fearlessly.
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Afghanistan, 1975: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local kite-fighting tournament and his loyal friend Hassan
promises to help him. But neither of the boys can foresee what will happen to Hassan that afternoon, an event that is to shatter
their lives. After the Russians invade and the family is forced to flee to America, Amir realises that one day he must return to
Afghanistan under Taliban rule to find the one thing that his new world cannot grant him: redemption.
Winner of the Canadian Library Association Book of the Year, the Geoffrey Bilson Award, the Ruth Schwartz Award, and an ALA
Notable Books List selection Martin O'Boy's life is not easy. His beloved Granny has just died, his pregnant mother and father fight
all the time and his twin, Phil, is completely incapacitated. Martin is the one his mother counts on. But life in Ottawa's Lowertown is
not all bad. He has his best friend, Billy Batson (a.k.a. Captain Marvel), the movies, his cat Cheap and there's the glamorous Buz
from next door, who is off at the war.As the war comes to an end with the bombing of Hiroshima -- on Martin's birthday -- Ottawa is
in a state of turmoil. Returning soldiers, parties, fights and drunks fill the streets. It would all be very exciting, except for one thing.
In their endless pursuit of more funds Martin and Billy have joined the church choir -- as summer boys. And the organist, Mr.
T.D.S. George, is awfully fond of Martin. But Martin, despite his hardships, has a pure soul and his Granny's love, Billy's friendship,
Buz's imminent return, and even his mother's reliance on him, which help him to deliver a kind of justice to Mr. George, and to heal
himself and others.
Mona, lonely in her rural home with only her mentally disabled younger sister for company, witnesses a crime from her treetop
hideout, which changes her life forever.
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